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Understand the anatomy 
 

The trunk 
- Video: trunk anatomy 

 

Representation of the trunk 

2 boxes: 

- thorax box (pneumatic box) 

- abdominal box (water box) 

 

The abdominal box has 6 walls 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFw7MTRucoM&feature=share&list=PLFDD4FAE6A81136F9
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Understand the anatomy 
 

6 walls: 

- the superior wall: 

 

• The diaphragm 
• action: breathing  

• like a « plunger » 

 

When you breath in : 

 diaphragm is going down 

 abs are pusched  forward 

 

When you breath out: 

 diaphragm is going up 

 abs are getting in 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

6 walls: 

- the superior wall: 

 

• The diaphragm 
 

if he’s working good he’s a protector of the « abs » balance 

if he’s working bad he becomes like a « killer »: if he’s in a low position, he will 

compress the abdomen and increase the abdominal pressure 

 

Practical applications: 

- correct the low position’s diaphragm 

- coordinate the diaphragm with the abs 

- dont’ push the diaphragm down particularly during core training 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

6 walls: 

- the anterior wall 

 

• the « abs » 
 

what are their functions: 

- to bring closer the pubis and the 

ribbs 

- to stabilize the trunk to prevent 

the hyperextensions by excentric 

contraction 

- to maintain the straightness of the 

trunk 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

6 walls: 

- the 2 lateral walls: 

 

• the obliques  and the transverse abdominal  muscle 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

• the obliques  functions 
- to product and controll the 

dissociation of the shoulders line 

and the pubis for turnround and 

incline 

- to roll up the shoulders on the pubis 

(& vice versa) 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

• the transerve abdominal muscle  
 

this is the deepest muscle of the « abs » 

he’s antogonist with the diaphragm 

 

Functions 
- to stabilize the trunk 

- produce the « cough » action 

 

Particularity 
there is no motion to contract the transverse abdominal muscle 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

• the transverve abdominal muscle (TVA) 
 

How to contract it? 

it’s a combination between 

- « standing up straight » (« auto-grandissement ») 

- breathing out or expiratory apnea 

- perineum contraction 

- fixators of the scapula (trapezius, levator scapulae, rhomboid, 

serratus) 

 

TVA contraction = spine stabilization 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

• the transerve abdominal muscle (TVA) 
 

Most important functions: 

• protector of the abdomen inferior part  

• maintain the abs pressure 

• prevent the herniated disc and osteitis pubis only if the TVA 

contraction precede the abs contraction 

• the TVA is a starter of the motion 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

the 6 walls: 

the posterior wall 
 

• the spine, spinal ligaments and interspinales muscles  
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the 6 walls: 

- the inferior wall: 

 

• perineum 

Understand the anatomy 
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Understand the anatomy 
 

• perineum functions 
- to pee and pooh 

- has a function in breeding 

- support the organs 

 

Perinum contraction in trampoline is particulary important for ladies to 

prevent to pee 

 

How to contract it? 

- « contre nutation » motion: consist to open the top of the pelvis and close 

the bottom of the pelvis 

- to contract the puborectalis (doing like you refrain to pee & pooh ) 
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Understand the anatomy 
« contre nutation » motion 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-34EjQdgzLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-34EjQdgzLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-34EjQdgzLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-34EjQdgzLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-34EjQdgzLo
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Understand the anatomy 
the puborectalis muscle 
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A synergic protection 

 

perineum: puborectalis contraction 
 

diaphragm: must be placed in « up position » by breathing out 

or expiratory apnea to increase the cage bulk 
 

 transverse abdominal muscle: thanks to diaphragm « up 

position », straight standing, perineum contraction →   of the 

abs pressure → TVA contraction →  protector function 

activated 
 

 fixators of the scapula: let the thorax box opening   →      of 

the abs pressure 
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A synergic protection 

 

when the 6 walls are contracted in the same time: 

 

- they share the mechanical constraints 

 

- they maintien the abdominal pressure to prevent injuries 

(herniated disc and osteitis pubis ) and feminine specific 

trampoline trouble (« pee » trouble)  

 

- they induce back prevention 
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Spine curvatures 
 

An healthy spine has 3 curvatures: 

 cervical lordosis 

 thoracic  kyphosis 

 lumbar lordosis 

 

The resistance of a spine with 3 

curvatures is bigger than a « straight » 

spine without curvatures 

spine resistance = (number of 

curvatures) ²  
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Spine curvatures 

 

the pelvic retroversion consist to erase 

the lumbar lordosis 

=  of the spine resistance 

 

It’s important to respect the 

curvatures 
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Practical applications in core training 
 

1. pre positioning 
- respect the natural spine curvatures 

- standing up maximal straight 

- maintain the distance between the sternum & the pelvis to maintain the 

diaphragm in up position 

 

2. puborectalis contraction (refrain to pee & pooh) 

 

3. introduce transverse abdominal muscle by breahting out (expiratory 

apnea), standing up straight, perineum contraction, scapula fixators 

(work with the belly  « inside ») 

 

4. open the thoracic box to let the viscera « riding up » 

 

5. doing 1st static exercices and then introduce dynamism 
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Practical applications in core training 
 

promote exercices which looking for standing up straight 

2 functions: 

 

1.  protection 

maintien of the abdominal pressure which protect the spine, the pelvis & 

the perineum 
 

2. motion and technical improvement 

starter function of the TVA muscle which introduce motion quality 

 

 

Thanks to F. Legras for french theorical contribution 
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Thank you for your attention and now 

let’s try!!! 


